Introduction
============

Although the search for the engram (Semon, [@B40]; Lashley, [@B25]) is far from completed (Moscovitch, [@B32]), it is generally accepted that retrieval of long-term memory involves concerted activity of distributed networks (Maguire et al. [@B27]; Frankland and Bontempi, [@B13]; Moscovitch et al., [@B33]). The relevance of such hypothetical coactivity, however, to memory performance in general and to specific performance attributes in particular is still unknown. Among human memory systems, one that is particularly assumed to involve high-order associations and recruit extensively distributed networks is episodic memory (Wheeler et al., [@B56]), which subserves conscious recollection of past events (Tulving, [@B48]).

Episodic memories entail the recollection of both the content and the spatial-temporal context in which it occurred. A set of brain regions is typically activated during long-term episodic memory retrieval tasks. It includes the medial temporal lobe (MTL), medial and lateral parietal cortices, the lateral temporal cortex, and the prefrontal cortex (Buckner and Carroll, [@B4]; Svoboda et al., [@B45]; Spreng et al., [@B42]). Methods for assessing functional connectivity (Rogers et al., [@B38]) are potentially valuable for analyzing how the distributed retrieval-related regions might act in concert to produce long-term memory retrieval. Indeed, coactivations of retrieval-related regions have been demonstrated during retrieval of long-term episodic memory (Maguire et al., [@B27], [@B28]; Greenberg et al., [@B18]; Viard et al., [@B51]). Particularity, MTL-neocortical interactions were shown to be stronger during retrieval of episodic memory when compared to other types of long-term memory retrieval, regardless of success (Maguire et al., [@B27]; Greenberg et al., [@B18]). Moreover, the MTL was shown to be functionally connected with the precuneus, and construed as aiding recollection of relational information (Takahashi et al., [@B46]; Kahn et al., [@B24]; Dörfel et al., [@B12]). In accordance, MTL-neocortical interactions diminish in patients suffering from degenerative disease, concomitant with impaired memory performance (Greicius et al., [@B19]; Wang et al., [@B55]; Supekar et al., [@B44]; Bai et al., [@B3]).

However, the correspondence of functional coactivation in retrieval to memory performance is still unknown. In this study we explore how synchronous blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) activity within retrieval-related brain regions relates to the outcome of retrieval of real-life-like episodic memory. We used a documentary film to create a controlled experience that encompassed features of real-life events (Furman et al., [@B14]; Hasson et al., [@B21]; Mendelsohn et al., [@B30]). A week after watching the film, the participants completed a 'cued recollection' memory test while undergoing a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scan. In this task, participants are presented with either *Factual* or *Fictitious* statements that serve as cues to scenes from the presented film, for which they indicate whether the statements refer to 'true' or 'false' details. The test was followed by confidence assessments regarding the answers they provided. It is noteworthy that *Study* involved audiovisual episodes whereas *Test* involved only written statements. As such, the statements were never encountered before, and could not be answered properly without mentally reconstructing studied material.

We used an inter-region correlation analysis for specific recollection responses to determine the coactivation patterns of retrieval-related regions separately for correct and incorrect responses to *Factual* and *Fictitious* statements. We find that coactivations of left MTL regions and temporal-parietal cortices differ as a function of memory outcome. Specifically, coactivations within this network are higher for correct vs. incorrect responses to *Factual* statements, yet similar to one another for correct vs. incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements. We suggest that these coactivations reflect the recovery of targeted episodic memory traces, a process that shapes response accuracy and tags its confidence.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

Eighteen right-handed, native Hebrew speakers (mean age = 26.1 ± 4.2 years, 12 females) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were recruited from the Weizmann Institute of Science and the Faculty of Agriculture of the Hebrew University, Rehovot. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Sourasky Medical Center, Tel-Aviv. Functional MRI (fMRI) scans were carried out at the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot. One participant was excluded from analysis due to a technical malfunction in MRI image acquisition.

Experimental protocol
---------------------

The experiment included a *Study* session and a *Test* session (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). At *Study,* a 45-min documentary movie was presented to the participants in a quiet room on a 17" computer screen, with sound delivered through a headphone set. The movie was produced and filmed in-house and depicted a routine day in the life of a young Israeli woman in Tel-Aviv (Mendelsohn et al., [@B30], [@B31]). Participants were instructed to view the movie passively and stay concentrated throughout. They were not informed that their memory of the film would be tested at a later stage.

![**Experimental design**. **(A)** The *Study* session consisted of watching a 45-min documentary film in a quiet room. **(B)** One week after the *Study* session, participants performed a *Test* session while undergoing an fMRI brain scan. Each retrieval-task trial included either a *Factual* or *Fictitious* statement regarding events in the movie, to which participants responded either true or false. In the control task, scrambled letters were presented, for which the task was to identify the appearance of certain letter types in the phrase (see [*Materials and Methods*](#s1){ref-type="sec"} for further details). **(C)** Immediately following the fMRI session, participants were instructed to rate their confidence on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) ranging from 0 to 100 regarding their retrieval success on each answer provided during *Test*. This was performed in a quiet room in front of a computer screen.](fnbeh-04-00018-g001){#F1}

In the *Test* session, administered in the fMRI scanner a week after *Study*, participants were presented with a computerized memory questionnaire (Presentation software, Neurobehavioral Systems, San Francisco, V.12.2). The questionnaire was in Hebrew and consisted of a retrieval task and a control task. In the retrieval task, a total of 110 statements were presented in order to test for memory of details of scenes from the movie observed at *Study*. Half of the statements depicted specific details of scenes that actually occurred in the film (*Factual* statements), and the other half were statements from scenes that occurred in the film but included altered or mistaken details (*Fictitious* statements). The questions included statements such as: '*During the phone conversation, E.S. mentioned that she was late for work*'. The participants' task was to answer whether the presented statement was *true* or *false*. Answers were provided by pressing on corresponding buttons of an MRI compatible response box. Statements were presented in chronological order of appearance in the film.

In the control task, scrambled versions of the retrieval statements were presented, for which the participants were asked to determine whether there was more than one 'final letter' (in Hebrew, certain letters that appear at the end of the word are written differently than elsewhere in the word). The resulting stimuli were thus composed of scrambled letters, yielding gibberish letter sequences on screen. Both retrieval and control tasks appeared on screen until a response was generated by the participant. 30 control trials were presented throughout the experiment in random points in between retrieval trials. Between trials, participants were instructed to fixate on a cross centered on a black screen for 4, 6, or 8 s. In order to prevent head movements throughout the scan, the experiment was divided into two consecutive scans, each containing 55 of the retrieval events and 15 control events. Each run lasted an average of 12.5 min.

Immediately after completing the memory test, the participants were asked to step out of the magnet into another room for the *Confidence* assessment task. There the statements shown in the retrieval task were presented again, this time with their answer highlighted in red (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Participants were asked to assess for each answered question their confidence regarding the veracity of the response they had given during the *Test* session. The participants indicated on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) ranging from zero (guess) to 100 (sure) the value that best represented their confidence. In order to avoid conscious reflection over confidence ratings *during* the retrieval task, we chose to gather confidence assessments only after the scanning session had terminated. In order to validate that the confidence ratings collected this way corresponded to confidence levels during the retrieval task in the scanner, RTs of memory performance during scanning were divided by subsequent assessments of low, medium, and high confidence. A significant effect for retrieval RT during the retrieval task as a function of confidence was found (*F*~(2,32)~ = 49.9, *p* \< 0.00001), demonstrating that although confidence was collected after the retrieval session, it reflected confidence levels during retrieval (mean retrieval RTs for low, medium, and high confidence levels were: 5068 ± 1241, 4844 ± 1110, and 3545 ± 692, respectively). Post-hoc comparisons showed that RT for high confidence ratings was shorter than RT for low and medium ratings, whereas low and medium confidence ratings did not differ from one another.

Behavioral analysis
-------------------

Memory performance was measured separately for *Factual* statements and for *Fictitious* statements by calculating the percentage of correct answers provided for each statement type out of the total number of questions of each statement type. We refer to correct and incorrect responses to *Factual* statements as *'Fact_cor'* and *'Fact_incor'*, respectively, and to correct and incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements as *'Fict_cor'* and *'Fict_incor'*, respectively. Memory performance was assessed by calculating d' using the rate of 'yes' responses to Factual statements and Fictitious statements as the equivalents of Hit rate and False Alarm rate, respectively. For testing significance, the groups' mean d' was compared to zero via a one-sample t-test.

Mean confidence ratings were calculated separately for each of the memory performance conditions. A two-way repeated-measure ANOVA test was carried out on the data, using statement type (*Factual*, *Fictitious*) and accuracy (correct, incorrect) as independent factors. In addition, a k-means clustering algorithm was applied to the confidence ratings of each subject, yielding three clusters corresponding to low, medium, and high levels of confidence (with mean confidence levels of 17.3 ± 3.2, 56 ± 2.2, and 93.9 ± 1.2, respectively). The confidence levels of each cluster were highly different from one-another (One-way repeated measure ANOVA: *F*~(2,32)~ = 439.9, *p* \< 10^−9^, post-hoc comparisons: *p* \< 10^−9^ between all three clusters, Bonferroni correction). Ultimately, each retrieval event during *Test* was tagged with a memory performance label (i.e., *Fact_cor*, *Fact_incor*, *Fict_cor* or *Fict_incor*) and with a confidence level label (i.e., *Low*, *Medium*, or *High*). These two categorizations were used when carrying out the subsequent fMRI activation and functional coactivation analyses (see below).

fMRI acquisition
----------------

Imaging was performed on a 3T Trio Magnetom Siemens scanner. All images were acquired using a 12-channel head matrix coil. Three-dimensional T1-weighted anatomical scans were acquired with high resolution 1-mm slice thickness (3D MP-RAGE sequence, TR 2300 ms, TE 2.98 ms, 1 mm^3^ voxels). For BOLD scanning, T2\* weighted images were acquired using the following parameters: TR 2000 ms, TE 30 ms, Flip angle 80º, 35 oblique slices without gap, 20º towards coronal plane from ACPC, 3 × 3 × 4-mm voxel size, covering the whole cerebrum.

fMRI analysis
-------------

Preprocessing and data analyses of the fMRI data were performed using BrainVoyager QX version 1.10 (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands) and in-house software. Images were corrected for slice-timing, head movements, and linear drifts, and low frequencies were filtered out from the data. Images were spatially smoothed using an 8-mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel. The first four volumes (8 s) from the beginning of each scan were removed from the data set to allow for signal equilibrium. Functional and anatomical scans were spatially normalized by extrapolation into a 3D volume in Talairach space and re-sliced into iso-voxel dimensions of 3 mm^3^.

To delineate retrieval-related brain regions, a general linear model (GLM) was constructed, consisting of two regressors: *retrieval* (all 110 statements), and *control* (30 events). A contrast of *retrieval* \> *control* was performed at the group level using a random-effects analysis. Voxels in the obtained statistical map were considered significant if they exceeded a threshold of *p* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni correction), with a minimum cluster size of five consecutive voxels. Thirteen regions of interest (ROIs) surpassed the statistical threshold at the group level, referred to throughout the text as the *retrieval network* (*RN*). Single-subject ROIs were extracted by delineating the intersection between each of the ROIs and the significant voxels at the subject level within each ROI (using *p* \< 0.05, Bonferroni correction). For eight of the subjects, activation in either the left or right hippocampus did not surpass this stringent statistical threshold, whereupon the threshold was relaxed to *p* \< 0.001, uncorrected. The single-subject ROIs were later used in the analyses procedures described below. In order to rule out the possibility that combining all the response types into one condition might bias the ROI network in the direction of one of the response types, we also constructed a GLM that divided the retrieval events into four retrieval conditions (i.e. *Fact_cor*, *Fact_incor*, *Fict_cor*, and *Fict_incor*) and a GLM that included only half of the dataset (i.e. data from run1). Contrasting retrieval conditions vs. control task yielded activation in the same ROIs that were defined in the *retrieval network*.

For each subject, the BOLD signal of each ROI was averaged across all voxels and transformed into z-scores. Next, condition-related average signal changes over time were calculated, time-locked to condition onsets. For examining differential ROI activations between correct and incorrect responses, and among high, medium, and low confidence levels, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) from volume 3 to 7 post-trial onset of the resulting signal-change patterns. Differences in activation patterns in each ROI for *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* and for *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor* were assessed by calculating paired *t*-tests on the AUC values of the corresponding conditions, and differences among confidence-related BOLD activations were calculated via one-way repeated measure ANOVAs. To control for the possibility of differential BOLD activation between *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* responses due to greater confidence levels in *Fact_cor*, the above analyses were performed again upon matching the confidence levels among condition types. This was done by omitting responses that were tagged with high confidence ratings, yielding similar levels of confidence in both response types.

Functional coactivation analysis
--------------------------------

We measured functional coactivation among regions of the *retrieval network* time-locked to memory performance (i.e. during all retrieval events, and separately for *Fact_cor*, *Fact_incor*, *Fict_cor*, and *Fict_incor* conditions). Functional coactivation was computed on the BOLD signal of each individual\'s ROIs in the following manner: for each ROI, the mean BOLD signal time-course was extracted and normalized via transformation to z-scores. For each condition, a vector was formed containing only the condition-related time-course segments from the original data. Each segment consisted of data from volumes time-locked to event onset and until 14-s post onset (i.e., seven volumes). Segments of 14 s in length were chosen based on the observation of mean BOLD responses, showing return to baseline activity around TR 7 (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Ultimately, separate vectors for each ROI of each participant were generated containing event-related data segments divided into discrete memory performance conditions.

For determining condition-specific functional coactivation, Pearson correlations were calculated between all ROI pairs within the *retrieval network* separately for each condition type. Following this, the group\'s mean coefficients of each inter-ROI correlations were calculated, yielding for each condition type a matrix of the mean correlations between all of the *retrieval-network* ROI pairs. In order to measure potential differences in functional coactivation patterns between correct and incorrect responses for each statement type (i.e., *Factual* and *Fictitious*), we calculated the differences between correlation coefficients of correct vs. incorrect responses to *Factual* statements (i.e. *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor*) and of correct vs. incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements (i.e. *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor*). This analysis yielded two matrices for which each cell corresponded to the differences between correlations of correct vs. incorrect responses of a single ROI pair in the *retrieval network*.

In order to determine whether the results obtained from comparing coactivation patterns for *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* (see below) were driven by confidence levels or by response accuracy, we also applied the coactivation algorithm for a dataset that was controlled for confidence levels. Specifically, we removed from the time-courses of all subjects the segments of events that were rated with high confidence (as estimated by the k-means clustering approach, see above). We proceeded to compute coactivation matrices, and differential matrices of correct vs. incorrect responses for the low-medium confidence events in the exact same manner as performed for the original dataset.

To rule out the possibility that the differences in coactivation patterns observed between *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* were due to fewer occurrences of *Fact_incor* than of *Fact_cor*, we performed the coactivation analysis for identical numbers of events for these two conditions. For each participant, 50 permutations of N *Fact_cor* events (N being the number of *Fact_incor* responses) were inserted into the analysis. As in the analysis of the original dataset, we calculated the difference between coactivation values of *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* for each permutation of matched number of events and averaged the differences across permutations and subsequently across subjects.

Validation of differential performance-related functional coactivation
----------------------------------------------------------------------

For testing statistical significance of the differential functional coactivations observed between memory performance conditions (i.e., *Fact_cor vs*. *Fact_incor*, and *Fict_cor vs*. *Fict_incor*), a nonparametric permutation test was applied. In this test, for each of the participants' datasets (i.e. ROI vectors of condition-specific BOLD signal segments), BOLD signal segments of correct and incorrect responses were shuffled randomly 500 times. Taking *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* conditions as an example, in each permutation trial, a new vector was formed, including mixed segments of *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* segments. Importantly, each shuffling permutation was performed for the same events in all the ROIs simultaneously and new correlation coefficients were calculated between all ROI pairs, as in the original analysis. Next, each permutation trial was averaged across subjects and plotted on a histogram, ultimately yielding 500 average correlation values, each corresponding to a single shuffling permutation of the data. Finally, the original correlation values were compared to the permutated histograms and considered significant if they exceeded the distribution of the permutation histograms, using a threshold of *p* \< 0.01, corrected for multiple comparisons (i.e. *p* value divided by number of ROI-pairs: 0.01/78), in relation to the permutated histogram.

Results
=======

Memory performance
------------------

The participants responded correctly to 70.4% ± 2.1% (mean ± SEM) of all questions (i.e. *Fact_cor* and *Fict_cor* combined), well above the 50% chance level (95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 66% -- 74.8%). Broken down by statement type, memory was found to exceed chance level performance for both *Factual* statements (*Fact_cor*: 78.7% ± 2.4% of total number of *Factual* statements; 95% CI: 73.5%--83.8%) and *Fictitious* statements (*Fict_cor*: 62.1% ± 3.9% of total number of *Fictitious* statements; 95% CI: 53.9%--70.3%). Nevertheless, correct responses to *Factual* statements were more common than correct answers to *Fictitious* statements (*t*~(16)~ = 3.3, *p* \< 0.005), demonstrating that participants were more prone to retrieval errors when presented with *Fictitious* cues (*Fact_incor* = 21.1%, *Fict_incor* = 37.9%; Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Memory performance, as measured by d′ analysis was significantly higher than zero (1.16 ± 0.13, *t*~(16)~ = 9.18, *p* \< 0.0001).

![**Memory performance and confidence ratings**. **(A)** Mean percent of correct answers (black bars) and incorrect answers (grey bars) in response to *Factual* (left bars) and *Fictitious* (right bars) statements. The black horizontal line represents chance-level performance (i.e., 50% from the total number of each statement type). Memory performance as assessed by the d′ measurement was 1.16 ± 0.13 (*p* \< 0.0001). Error-bars here and below indicate SEM. **(B)** Mean confidence ratings for correct answers (black bars) and incorrect (grey bars) answers in response to *Factual* (left bars) and *Fictitious* (right bars) statements. Note that confidence ratings for *Fact_cor* were greater than those rated for *Fact_incor*, while confidence levels for *Fict_cor* and *Fict_incor* were similar to one another.](fnbeh-04-00018-g002){#F2}

Subjective confidence ratings on a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) of 0--100 showed markedly different response patterns for *Factual* and *Fictitious* statements (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). Specifically, subjective confidence assessments of responses to *Factual* statements were much higher for correct than for incorrect answers (mean confidence ratings: *Fact_cor* = 82.1 ± 2.4, *Fact_incor* = 38.7 ± 4.2, respectively). Conversely, average confidence ratings of correct and incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements were strikingly similar to one another (*Fict_cor* = 57.7 ± 3.9, *Fict_incor* = 60.5 ± 2.8). A two-way ANOVA analysis using statement type (i.e., *Factual*, *Fictitious*) and accuracy (i.e., correct, incorrect) as independent variables revealed a significant interaction effect between correct and incorrect responses to each statement type (*F*~(1,16)~ = 38.1, *p* \< 0.001).

Taken together, the results indicate that while participants showed above-chance memory performance for both *Factual* and *Fictitious* statement types, subjective evaluation of retrieval accuracy was reflective of memory performance only for responses to *Factual* statements.

Brain activity corresponding to memory performance
--------------------------------------------------

Brain regions preferentially activated during retrieval were identified by contrasting retrieval vs. control events (see [*Materials and Methods*](#s1){ref-type="sec"}), using a random-effects GLM analysis. A distributed network of brain regions was revealed, consisting of MTL structures (bilateral hippocampi and left parahippocampal gyrus); bilateral superior temporal sulci (STS) and right temporal pole (TP); bilateral angular gyrus (AnG) and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC)/precuneus; ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), left dorsomedial PFC (DMPFC), and left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG); and finally the right posterior lobe of the cerebellum (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Throughout the following text, these ROIs are denoted as the *'retrieval network'* (*RN*).

![**Retrieval-related brain activity**. Retrieval-related brain regions identified by contrasting retrieval vs. control tasks. Statistical maps (radiological convention) are overlaid on axial (top panel) and sagittal (bottom panel) slices of the average anatomical scan of all 17 subjects. The map was obtained from a random-effects general linear model, using a threshold of *p* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni correction), cluster size \>?5 continuous voxels. Activity is observed in left parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), bilateral hippocampal complex (HPC), bilateral superior temporal sulcus (STS), right temporal pole (TP), bilateral angular gyrus (AnG), medial posterior cortex (including posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), left dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC), left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and right cerebellum (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for details).](fnbeh-04-00018-g003){#F3}

###### 

**Regions comprising the 'retrieval network' (RN)**.

  Retrieval  \> Control                                         
  ------------------------------------ ----- ----- ----- ------ ------
  L Parahippocampal gyrus (BA 36)      −27   −31   −11   371    9.3
  L Hippocampus                        −27   −10   −17   1410   12.1
  R Hippocampus                        21    −16   −17   602    11.9
  L superior temporal sulcus (BA 21)   −51   −10   −11   4192   19.5
  R superior temporal sulcus (BA 21)   54    −10   −11   2209   14.1
  R temporal pole (BA 38)              45    20    −20   982    10.4
  L angular gyrus (BA 39)              −42   −55   19    3358   12.4
  R angular gyrus (BA 39)              48    −61   25    1789   10.9
  Posterior cingulate cortex (BA 23)   0     −55   19    8164   28.5
  L dorsomedial PFC (BA 8)             −12   47    40    5831   13.8
  Ventromedial PFC (BA 10)             0     50    −2    3566   14.4
  L inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45)     −54   29    7     2052   11.1
  R cerebellum                         21    −76   −32   1075   13.8

*Coordinates (x,y,z) in Talairach space corresponding to clusters' peak activity voxel. For all clusters, p \<  10 ^−7^. L, left; R, right; BA, Brodmann area; PFC, prefrontal cortex*.

When comparing the AUC of BOLD responses in each ROI, we found that only a small portion of the retrieval network displayed differential activity as a function of memory performance. Specifically, higher activations were found for *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* conditions in the left hippocampus (*t*~(16)~ = 3.68, *p* \< 0.005), and for *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor* in the left AnG and in the PCC (*t*~(16)~ = 2.37, *p* \< 0.05; *t*~(16)~ = 2.74, *p* \< 0.05, respectively). Since confidence levels differed for *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* responses, we checked whether the differences observed between BOLD responses for these two conditions might be driven by differential confidence levels. Upon omitting the high confidence ratings from the data, mean confidence for *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* responses were 54.3 ± 2.6 and 51.3 ± 2.8*,* respectively (*t* = 1.4, N.S., compare to Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). After matching the confidence levels, none of the *RN* regions showed significant differences between *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* conditions. In contrast, subjective confidence ratings, regardless of retrieval accuracy, correlated with brain activations throughout extensive portions of the retrieval network (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). One-way repeated-measure ANOVA calculations of the AUC of BOLD responses over time revealed significant differences between BOLD response for confidence ratings in left hippocampus (*F*~(2,32)~ = 9, *p* \< 0.001), left AnG (*F*~(2,32)~ = 8.4, *p* \< 0.005), right AnG (*F*~(2,32)~ = 5.7, *p* \< 0.01), PCC (*F*~(2,32)~ = 3.2, *p* = 0.052), left STS (*F*~(2,32)~ = 6.13, *p* \< 0.01), right STS (*F*~(2,32)~ = 3.92, *p* \< 0.05), VMPFC (*F*~(2,32)~ = 3.3, *p* \< 0.05), and right cerebellum (*F*~(2,32)~ = 6.12, *p* \< 0.01), demonstrating that as confidence increased, so did BOLD responses. Post-hoc comparisons showed that in all the abovementioned regions, high confidence was significantly different than low confidence levels, whereas low and medium confidence levels did not differ from one another. Taken together, in extensive portions of the *RN*, the BOLD signal strength corresponded primarily with changes in the subjective confidence associated with the subjects' answers, rather than with their memory performance *per se*.

![**Brain activity as a function of accuracy and confidence**. **(A)** A subset of ROIs derived from the comparison of retrieval \> control (random-effects GLM analysis, *p* \< 0.05, Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons), overlaid on slices of an average anatomical scan of all participants. Activations are shown in left hippocampus, bilateral angular gyrus, and posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus. **(B)** Average z-scores of BOLD signal over time from the brain regions shown in **(A)**. Mean activations are shown in the left panels for *Fact_cor* (black) and *Fact_incor* (grey), and in right panels for *Fict_cor* (black) and *Fict_incor* (grey). BOLD Activations are significantly higher for *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* in left hippocampal complex, and for *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor* in left angular gyrus and in posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus. **(C)** Average z-scores of BOLD response over time for the regions circled in **(A)**, calculated for high, medium, and low confidence ratings. In all four regions, repeated-measures ANOVA analyses revealed main effects for confidence levels, indicating that as confidence ratings increased, so did BOLD activations. L = left, R = right, HPC = hippocampal complex, AnG = angular gyrus, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, \* = *p* \< 0.05, \*\* = *p* \< 0.01.](fnbeh-04-00018-g004){#F4}

Functional coactivation corresponding to memory performance
-----------------------------------------------------------

To determine the degree of coactivation in the retrieval network during the retrieval task, inter-ROI correlations were first calculated for BOLD data pertaining to all retrieval events (i.e., during answers to all statements and excluding control and blank periods). The highest correlations were found between bilateral regions, particularly between right and left HPC, right and left STS, and between all regions of the parietal lobes (i.e., bilateral AnG and PCC) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Retrieval-related coactivation in the retrieval network**. Functional coactivation matrix depicting correlations between BOLD signal time courses of ROI-pairs for retrieval events. Each cell indicates the group\'s mean correlation coefficient that was computed between the BOLD signal of a pair of ROIs from the retrieval network depicted in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Mean correlation values are shown at the range of 0 (dark blue) to 0.8 (dark red). In the correlation matrix, the first 3 regions from top to bottom and from left to right correspond to medial temporal lobe, regions 4--6 to temporal cortices, regions 7--9 to parietal lobes, regions 10--12 to prefrontal cortices, and region 13 to right cerebellum. The cells depicted in the diagonal of each matrix correspond to correlations between activation of each region and itself. Abbreviations here and below: L = left, R = right, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, HPC = hippocampal complex, STS = superior temporal sulcus, TP = temporal pole, AnG = angular gyrus, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, DMPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, VMPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, cereb = cerebellum.](fnbeh-04-00018-g005){#F5}

Given that memory performance and confidence ratings differed for correct and incorrect responses to *Factual* and *Fictitious* statements (see above), we were particularly interested in unveiling potential differences in coactivation patterns within the *RN* during correct vs. incorrect retrieval responses. We thus computed coactivation measurements separately for each memory performance condition (i.e., *Fact_cor, Fact_incor, Fict_cor*, and*Fict_incor*) (*Materials and Methods*). All the ROI pairs within the *RN* for all memory performance conditions were positively correlated with regard to one another (range and median of average correlations for *Fact_cor =* 0.26--0.68, median = 0.45; *Fact_incor =* 0.22--0.64, 0.42; *Fict_cor *= 0.24--0.68, 0.46; *Fict_incor *= 0.27--0.68, 0.46).

We continued to compute the differences in inter-ROI correlations corresponding separately to correct vs. incorrect responses to *Factual* statements (i.e. *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor*) and to correct vs. incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements (i.e. *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor*). As highlighted in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A, a sub-network within the *RN* showed greater coactivations during *Fact_cor* as compared to *Fact_incor*. Thus, for *Factual* statements, we found enhanced correlations between activations in the left medial temporal lobe (MTL; parahippocampal gyrus and hippocampus) and temporal/parietal cortices during correct vs. incorrect responses. Conversely, we did not observe differential coactivation patterns for correct vs. incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements in the aforementioned sub-network (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Differential coactivation in the retrieval network as a function of retrieval accuracy**. **(A)** Matrices denoting the differences between inter-ROI correlations of *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor*. Each cell indicates the difference between mean inter-ROI correlations of BOLD responses during *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor*. The rectangle here and in **(B)** outlines the ROI pairs of the left hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) and temporal/parietal cortices, for which increased functional coactivations are observed during *Fact_cor* compared to *Fact_incor*. **(B)** Matrices denoting the differences between inter ROI correlations of *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor*. Cells indicate the difference between mean inter-ROI correlations of BOLD responses during *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor*. **(C)** Group averages of correlations between left PHG and left angular gyrus (AnG), left superior temporal sulcus (STS), and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), shown for *Fact_cor* (full lines) and *Fact_incor* (dashed lines). Histograms depict the results of non-parametric permutation tests, displaying the distributions of the correlations between shuffled event-related segments of *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* BOLD responses. **(D)** Group averages of correlation between left PHG and left AnG, left STS, and PCC, shown for *Fict_cor* (full lines) and *Fict_incor* (dashed lines). Histograms depict the results of non-parametric permutation tests, displaying the distributions of the mean correlations between shuffled event-related segments of *Fict_cor* and *Fict_incor* BOLD responses.](fnbeh-04-00018-g006){#F6}

A nonparametric test was performed on these data in an attempt to validate the coactivation differences between correct and incorrect retrieval (i.e., *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor*, and *Fict_cor* vs. *Fict_incor*; *Materials and Methods*). As depicted in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C, for the coactivation patterns in the left MTL -- temporal/parietal cortices, the inter-ROI correlations for *Fact_cor* responses surpassed the values of mixed *Fact_cor/Fact_incor* permutated correlations (*p* \< 0.01, corrected for multiple comparisons), whereas correlation coefficients for *Fact_incor* responses fell within the boundaries of the distributions (mean r values for *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor*, and 99th percentile of distributions: L PHG & L AnG: *Fact_cor *= 0.39, *Fact_incor *= 0.28, 99th percentile = 0.31; L PHG & L STS: *Fact_cor *= 0.46, *Fact_incor *= 0.37, 99th percentile = 0.4; L PHG & PCC: *Fact_cor *= 0.5, *Fact_incor *= 0.42, 99th percentile = 0.45) (similar results were found for all the MTL-temporal/parietal ROI pairs, *data not shown*).

In contrast, the inter-ROI correlations for *Fict_cor* and *Fict_incor* fell within the boundaries of the distribution of shuffled *Fict_cor/Fict_incor* data (mean r values for *Fict_cor* and *Fict_incor*, and 99th percentile of distribution: L PHG & L AnG: *Fict_cor *= 0.37, *Fict_incor *= 0.39, 99th percentile = 0.40; L PHG & L STS: *Fict_cor *= 0.45, *Fict_incor *= 0.45, 99th percentile = 0.46; L PHG & PCC: *Fict_cor *= 0.49, *Fict_incor *= 0.51, 99th percentile = 0.52) (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}D). Taken together, these analyses provide evidence that within the left MTL -- temporal/parietal sub-network, coactivations were increased during correct vs. incorrect responses to *Factual* statements, but were similar for correct vs. incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements. Importantly, the differential coactivations of *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* did not stem from unequal numbers of events among these two conditions as indicated by comparing the correlations between *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* after equaling the number of events for each subject (*data not shown*).

We next set out to determine whether the differential coactivation patterns in the MTL-temporal/parietal network between *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* were driven by differential confidence levels among these response types. To that end, we matched the confidence levels of *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* by omitting the high confidence ratings from the data and re-computing the coactivations only for low and medium levels (see similar analysis for BOLD signal above). Our guiding rationale was that once the confidence ratings of correct and incorrect responses to *Factual* statements would be matched, confidence levels would become an unlikely explanation for differences in coactivation patterns. We found that in the left MTL -- temporal/parietal network, the coactivation differences between *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* persisted also when differential confidence ratings were equalized, and especially in MTL -- parietal, and hippocampus -- STS coactivations (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A). Here as well, non-parametric tests were performed on the dataset after removing the high confidence ratings in order to validate the coactivation differences observed for *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B).

![**Differential coactivation in the retrieval network as a function of retrieval accuracy, controlled for confidence levels**. **(A)** Matrices denoting the differences between inter-ROI correlations of *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* that were rated with low or medium confidence. Each cell indicates the difference between mean inter-ROI correlations of BOLD responses during *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor*. The rectangle outlines the differential correlations between left hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) and temporal/parietal cortices, for which decreased functional coactivations were observed for *Fact_incor* vs. *Fact_cor* using all confidence levels (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). **(B)** Non-parametric assessments of differential *Fact_cor/Fact_incor* coactivation patterns only for events that were rated with low or medium confidence.](fnbeh-04-00018-g007){#F7}

Discussion
==========

We investigated the relationship between memory performance and functional coactivations within brain networks that subserve real-life-like episodic memory. We find that: (a) correct responses to *Factual* cues are accompanied by higher confidence ratings than incorrect ones, while correct and incorrect responses to *Fictitious* cues evoke similar levels of confidence; (b) BOLD activity within *RN* regions correlate primarily with subjective confidence levels and less so with memory accuracy *per se*; (c) coactivations in left MTL -- temporal/parietal regions (abbreviated for convenience as *MTL TP*) are greater during correct vs. incorrect responses to *Factual* statements, but do not differ for correct and incorrect responses to *Fictitious* statements. These performance-based coactivation patterns are explained mostly by retrieval accuracy rather than by differential confidence levels of retrieval outcomes.

Productive retrieval is dependant on the strength of memory traces and on the effectiveness of cues available at retrieval (Tulving and Madigan, [@B47]; Tulving, [@B48]; Habib and Nyberg, [@B20]). Our task differs from classic recognition tests in that the stimuli presented in the test (i.e. written statements) do not replicate the study material (audiovisual episodes) and could serve only as cues for recovering elaborate memory representations. Consequentially, the underlying retrieval processes that we probe most probably instigate elaborative recall processes of imagery and scene reconstruction, in addition to elements of familiarity, which occur in recall protocols at large (Bahrick, [@B2]). We therefore term our memory task as 'cued recollection', to be distinguished from recognition tests, which are commonly used to probe memory of episodes in laboratory setting, and from cued recall tests, which are typically used in real-life autobiographical memory settings (McDermott et al., [@B29]).

The regions that comprise the retrieval network (*RN*) overlap with a network that is often referred to as the 'autobiographical memory' network or the 'default mode system' (Buckner and Carroll, [@B4]; Spreng et al., [@B42]). Previous studies provide evidence that regions of this network are anatomically connected (van den Heuvel et al., [@B50]) and functionally correlated during resting states (Rogers et al., [@B38]; Vincent et al., [@B52]; Buckner et al., [@B5]). Relevant to memory functions, reduced functional connectivity among MTL structures and distributed cortical regions has been demonstrated in patients suffering from Alzheimer\'s disease (Greicius et al., [@B19]; Allen et al., [@B1]) and mild mnemonic impairment (Bai et al., [@B3]). In healthy individuals, correlations between MTL regions and temporal and prefrontal cortices were observed during autobiographical memory retrieval (Maguire et al., [@B27]; Greenberg et al., [@B18]). Hence it seems that functional connectivity of the MTL and distributed neocortical brain regions is central to the retrieval process, yet whether and how it contributes to specific retrieval outcomes was not yet reported.

It has previously been suggested that each time an episodic memory is retrieved, a previously assembled MTL-neocortical network that holds the memory representation is activated (Moscovitch et al., [@B34]). Such retrieval, or reactivation, of memory traces could lead to either a reinstatement of memory representations that are faithful to the actual encoded event, or to the construction of altered or false memory representations (Nadel et al., [@B36]). While relevant and appropriate cues facilitate successful retrieval, mistaken or misrepresented cues can be misleading, causing competition between retrieved traces and increasing false alarms (Schacter et al., [@B39]; Gardiner, [@B15]). In accordance, we suggest that *Fictitious* cues are prone to be incorporated into a MTL-neocortical ensemble that re-encodes an altered version of the original memory representation. Thus, concerted activity of *MTL-TP* networks would be expected both during accurate responses and false positives, provided that relevant memory traces are retrieved during the process. In contrast, *Fact_incor* responses may reflect the inability to recover sufficient information relevant to the online retrieval cue, characterized by decreased functional coactivation of MTL-neocortical networks. In our study we in fact observe that *Fact_incor* responses, as compared to all other memory performance outcomes, are characterized by decreased functional coactivation of the *MTL-TP* network. The reduction in coactivation, therefore, cannot be attributed to unsuccessful retrieval *per se*, but rather may reflect the system\'s failure to allocate relevant memory traces for constructing an episodic memory in response to online retrieval cues.

Notably, along with the reduction in coactivation during *Fact_incor* responses, these incidences are also associated with lower confidence levels than are *Fact_cor*. Might the decreased coactivations in *MTL-TP* during *Fact_incor* be driven then by confidence levels and not by properties that influence memory accuracy? This is probably not the case, as the comparisons between *Fact_cor* vs. *Fact_incor* after matching confidence levels still yielded differential coactivation patterns in most ROI-pairs of the *MTL-TP* network and particularly among MTL-parietal and HPC-lateral temporal regions. We therefore conclude that the differential coactivations in *MTL-TP* cannot be explained by differential confidence levels, and suggest that functional coactivation of these regions in the context of memory retrieval might subserve the recovery of relevant memory traces that are relevant to online cues. As such, decreased coactivation in this network, as apparent during *Fact_incor* responses, could signify the failure of the system to recover and match relevant memory traces to retrieval cues.

How does this hypothesis coincide with the involvement of MTL and temporal and parietal cortices in memory retrieval? Within *RN*, the role of the hippocampus has gained the most attention (Squire et al., [@B43]; Moscovitch et al., [@B33]; Svoboda et al., [@B45]). Although the exact role of the hippocampus in retrieval is still debated, it is well documented as playing a prominent role in the process, particularly in detailed and vivid recall (Gilboa et al., [@B16], [@B17]). The parahippocampal gyrus is also involved in the retrieval process, and is particularly associated with judgments of familiarity regarding retrieved memory items (Wais, [@B54]; Spianol et al., [@B41]). We find that during retrieval, activations in both of the above MTL structures are correlated with the activity in medial and lateral parietal cortices. Previous studies provide evidence for direct anatomical connections between MTL and medial/lateral parietal regions (Lavenex and Amaral, [@B26]; Olson and Berryhill, [@B37]), as well as synchronous activations during resting states (Vincent et al., [@B53]). Uddin et al. ([@B49]) report that within the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), the posterior AnG (BA 39) stands out in its anatomical and functional connections with MTL regions. Recent studies regarding the functional role of PPC areas in memory processes suggest that ventral portions of the PPC are involved in orienting attention to internally generated recollected memory representations in a bottom-up fashion (Cabeza et al., [@B7]; Ciaramelli et al., [@B11]; Olson and Berryhill, [@B37]; but see Hutchinson et al., [@B23]). Our findings support the notion of functional connectivity between MTL and ventral parietal regions during retrieval. Accordingly, we suggest that the reduction in functional coactivations among these regions during incorrect answers to *Factual* cues (i.e. *Fact_incor*) could reflect reduced bottom-up flow of memory representations to the parietal lobes.

The lateral portions of the temporal lobes (mainly superior temporal sulcus and gyrus, BA 21) are typically active during retrieval of episodic memory (Svoboda et al. [@B45]; Cabeza and St Jacques, [@B8]). The main contribution of these regions to episodic memory is proposed to be its involvement in retrieving semantic information from diverse domains that aid the retrieval process (Moscovitch et al., [@B34]; Hein and Knight, [@B22]). Based on the multifunctional properties of the STS, it has been suggested that the precise role of this region might depend on the specific coactivations with other brain regions within the framework of an ongoing task (*ibid*). Information from superior temporal regions is conveyed to MTL structures through efferent connections to the parahippocampal gyrus (Burwell, [@B6]; Lavenex and Amaral, [@B26]). Our data show that failed recovery of memory representations (i.e., *Fact_incor*) is accompanied by decreased functional coactivations among the superior temporal lobe regions and the MTL. Thus, it seems that the functional coactivations among these regions are involved in retrieval of memory traces, possibly by feeding the MTL with internal representations that serve as the basis for reconstructing an episodic representation. That HPC --temporal cortex coactivations are reduced upon matching the confidence levels for *Fact_cor* and *Fact_incor* suggest that these regions might influence the subjective confidence levels associated with sought-after memories. Further exploration is needed to determine the involvement of such coactivations in metamemory processes during retrieval.

It is noteworthy that *RN* regions in the PFC did not show differential coactivations as a function of behavioral performance. This might be due to the role of the PFC in orchestrating the different components that are needed for retrieval regardless of ultimate retrieval success, such as search, allocation, and working memory (Moscovitch and Winocur, [@B35]; Moscovitch et al., [@B34]; Svoboda et al., [@B45]).

BOLD responses over time in the *RN* were predominantly correlated with confidence levels rather than with retrieval accuracy, demonstrating that the stronger the subjective confidence ratings, the higher the BOLD activations. This effect was previously reported by us in similar brain networks during an autobiographical memory task (Mendelsohn et al., [@B31]), and may be construed to reflect perceived retrieval success regardless of accuracy (Chua et al., [@B9], [@B10]). Nonetheless, we did observe differential BOLD responses as a function of accuracy in the left hippocampus (*Fact_cor* \> *Fact_incor*), a finding that is in agreement with previous reports (Habib and Nyberg, [@B20]). This effect decreased, though, once the confidence levels among the two conditions were matched. That BOLD activations and functional co-activations reveal complementary findings regarding the relationship between neural dynamics and behavior highlights the importance of investigating both manifestations of brain activity to better understand brain mechanisms of cognitive processes.

In sum, we use a performance-related inter-ROI correlation analysis to dissect brain mechanisms of retrieval of long-term real-life-like episodic memory. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report to show that the extent of MTL-neocortical coactivations is related to memory accuracy. We propose that functional coactivations of left MTL and temporal/parietal cortices reflect the recovery of relevant memory traces in response to external cues, a process that is fundamental to the conscious recollection of cued memories. Further, the accessibility of memory traces may determine the degree of certainty that is tagged to a memory response, aiding the retriever in sensing whether the response ultimately made was accurate.
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